
THORNLIE
60 Nyandi Court - PID: 753184

OFFERS FROM $490,000
4 2 2

When only The Best will do!!!

If you are looking for a special home that includes all the extras featuring quality fixtures and fittings then look no
further.  This spacious 4 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom plus 1 study is set in a quiet location/cul-de-sac and close to schools,
shops and transport. Its location allows you to get on and off the freeway in no time.<p>Featuring a sunken lounge
where you can enjoy tea times with a book in hand. Huge family that comes with home theatre system and dining
rooms which overlooks recently renovated gourmet kitchen with loads of cupboard and bench space featuring
stainless steel appliances. With the help of a moveable bench in the middle, you can prepare cooking for your family
with more space.<p>The home features a massive master bedroom/parents retreat  large walk in robe. Featuring 3
bedrooms of which 2 would also be suitable for double bedroom suites and with curtains and venetians throughout
for a quality sleep. A spacious study area, large enough to be set up for two persons.<p>There are two beautifully
appointed bathrooms with the master bathroom featuring a spa to relax and rest those aching bones and remember
to turn on the reverse cycle air conditioning in the master room after spa bath to keep you warm this winter.
The home comes with ducted evaporative air conditioning throughout and also features a split system in the family
area which is reverse cycle cooling/heating. Love the traditional way? Throw in some logs in the wood burner this
winter to feel the heat.<p>The home features extremely low maintenance gardens with heaps of room for kids to
play which also comprises of a large garden shed that you can store tons of tools and items. Laundry room with
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